The new Ford TorqShift® 5 speed automatic transmission for truck applications is available with a PTO opening on the Left Side. The Muncie FR Series PTO is exclusively designed for the TorqShift automatic to provide maximum PTO output.

The Muncie FR Series PTO is available in several output configurations and there are versions for the 4x2 and 4x4 vehicles, F250 thru F550. Ford has changed the transmission characteristics of the PTO drive, providing higher power output.

FR Series PTOs are based on proven design concepts and were developed in cooperation with Ford Motor Co. engineering product teams.

**FR SERIES PTO FEATURES:**

- High Capacity Bearings
- Robust Wet Clutch Pack
- Weight Saving Aluminum Housing
- Output Speed = 126% of engine speed
- Remote Driveline Output for 4x2 application – 1-1/4" round
- Highest Torque Available – Output Rating up to 190 Ft-Lbs
- Direct Hydraulic Pump Mounts for SAE “A” (5/8" - 9T), SAE (3/4" - 11T)
- Simple Wiring Harness Connects with Ford’s Electronic System for Diesel or Gas Throttle Control
- PTO version for 4x4 (FR64 can be used on 4x2)
- Pump flows to 17 GPM @ 1200 engine speed (limited pump sizes on 4x4 applications)

For parts or service call Pro Gear & Transmission, Inc. 877-766-4600 / 407-872-1901  parts@eprogear.com
FR63 DIMENSIONS

Q- Shaft Option - 7/8" 13T Spline
R- Shaft Option - 5/8" 9T Spline
T- Shaft Option - 3/4" 11T Spline

FR64 DIMENSIONS

N - PUMP MTG. (4X4 OR 4X2)
B - OPTION - 1-1/4" - 5/16" Key
T or N - OPTION

N or T - OPTION - 3/4" - 11T SPLINE
If you have any questions about any Munice Product, do not hesitate to call us so we can help you with finding the right PTO, part or anything else you may need.
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